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 3.  Lab exercise of „Embedded systems with Simulink“ 

                                                     

 Physical Model 

 
 

The equation of motion for every physical object is: 

The sum of all forces = m*a                                    m= mass, a= acceleration (Newton’s equation) 

Applied to a car we get: 

FMotor + FBrake + FA               +  FR       = m*a                    FA = Air resistance, FR =Rolling friction  

FMotor +    0    +  kA*v*v  + kR*v  = m*a       

In addition there is: P = W/t = F*s/t = F*v             W = energy, s = way, v= velocity, t=time 

 

Following parameters are set: 

Pmax  = 200kW             maximum driving power of the engine 

m          = 1000kg                          mass of the car 

vmax    =  ?                                      maximum speed  

FBrake = 0                                        for now no brake     
 

kR      = 6.7625              constant for rolling friction 

amax  = 5m/s2              maximum acceleration of  the car ( due to technical boundary conditions) and to avoid 

                                                      wheel spinning 

 

Exercise: 

Initialize all parameters via a Matlab m-script.  

Build an equation for the power the car consumes in dependence of the car speed v. 
Determine vmax  by solving this equation with the Matlab function roots in your m-script. 

(Result: vmax = 280 [km/h]). 

Model the car determined by the above parameters. Simulate the starting behaviour of the model and 

check if maximum speed matches the speed you have calculated in your m-script. 

Illustrate acceleration, velocity and covered distance as function of time via a scope 

Use following displayed subsystem to do that. 
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Compare your results with the illustrated signal sequences.  

 

 
 

 

 

Realtime Simulation using Raspberry Pi 
 

Make a separate application for lab3_realtime.slx. 

For visualization we have to transfer the data of speed, covered distance and acceleration with an UDP 

Send-Block to the Simulink-GUI-application lab3Gui.slx. Implement the lab3_realtime model 

according the parachuting example. Make sure the settings of the UDP Send block are as follows: 

 

 
 

Download the application to the Raspberry Pi using the Deploy-Button. 

Be aware that start and stop of the application will be done implicitly by the start of the GUI-

application via the callback scripts startRasp and stopRasp. 
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Lab3- GUI-Application 

  

For visualization you need a separate dashboard GUI with appropriate gauges for speed, distance and 

acceleration. Additionally you need an UDP Ethernet receiver und Set Pace Block. 

The easiest way to get lab3_gui.slx application is to copy and modify the already existing GUI of the 

parachuting exercise. Adjust the block parameter received buffer size and Maximum length for message   

according to your requests.  

 

                                
 
 

Make sure that at the start of the GUI-application the real time on Raspberry Pi is implictly started.  

 

Use gauges like this 

 

 

 
Now start labe4Gui model in normal mode and enjoy realtime simulation feeling!!! 


